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Mr. Millstone’s Inauguration
by Joseph Pimentel

English country dance
Formation: longways, duple minor, proper
Tune by Dave Wiesler, 100 bpm (4 steps per bar)
A1
1-2
First corners right hand turn three-quarters ending in neighbor’s place while
		
second corners cast right into neighbor’s place
3-4
Second corners (now in first corner places), set moving forward, turn single back
		to place
A2

1-4

Repeat A1 from new places; all end in original places

B1

1-2
3-4

Double Mad Robin figure, first corners inside to start
Ones half-figure eight down (man goes first)

B2

1-2
3
4

Twos half-figure eight up
Pass through across the set
Neighbors gate to face back in, right hand person moving forward
© 2012 Joseph Pimentel

Teaching Notes
Astute dancers will find an opportunity to connect with their partners at the top of each A, where the
momentum of the dancer moving into the right hand turn parallels their partner’s cast.
Double Mad Robin figure (B1): Partners facing, ones shuttle down around the twos and back up while twos
shuttle up around the ones and back down, first corners going inside to start.
In the first half-figure eight (B1), the first man should precede his partner, following his momentum from the
preceding figure, and allowing his partner to pause before changing her momentum. (Think of this as honor to
David Millstone (see below) rather than a slight to the first woman.) For easy memory load, second man can
go first in the second figure eight, too (B2). If the prescribed first person is not ready, though, their partner can
gently remind them of the figure by going first.
Background
For David Millstone on the occasion of his inauguration as president of CDSS in April 2012. Former board
member Jane Srivastava suggested the idea for the dance, and David’s wife Sheila shared some of David’s
favorite dance elements. Dave Wiesler wrote the gentle, stately and inspiring tune which recalls the lovely tune
“Autumn in Amherst” and the figures echo “Money Musk,” one of David’s favorite dances.
Though test piloted earlier, the official first dancing was done during at the annual board meeting at which
David became president. Robin Hayden led it and Pat MacPherson and lydia ievins played.
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